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Abstract. A resource-constrained HPC system such as the Comput-
ing and Archiving Research Environment (COARE) facility provides a
collaborative platform for researchers to run computationally intensive
experiments to address societal issues. However, users encounter job pro-
cessing delays that result in low research productivity. Known causes
come from the limited system capacity and the relatively long and rarely
modified default walltime. In this study, we selected and characterized
real HPC workloads. Then, we reviewed and applied the recommended
runtime or walltime-based predictive-corrective scheduling techniques to
reduce long job queues and scheduling slowdown. Using simulations to
determine walltime scheduling performances on environments with lim-
ited capacity, we proved that our proposed walltime correction, especially
its simple version, is enough to increase scheduling productivity. Our
experiments significantly reduced the average bounded scheduling slow-
down in COARE by 98.95% with a predictive-corrective approach, and
99.90% with a correction-only algorithm. Systems with large job diver-
sity as well as those comprising of mostly short jobs significantly lowered
delays and slowdown, notably with walltime correction. These simulation
results strengthen our recommendation to resource-constrained system
administrators to start utilizing walltime correction even without pre-
diction to eventually increase HPC productivity.

Keywords: Resource-constrained environment · Walltime ·
Prediction · Correction · Job scheduling

1 Introduction

High-performance computing (HPC) systems comparable to the Computing and
Archiving Research Environment (COARE) [1] of the Department of Science and
Technology - Advanced Science and Technology Institute (DOST-ASTI) cater to
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data scientists and researchers who have growing demands for computing power.
In particular, COARE HPC users work on computationally intensive research
to address societal issues such as rice genome analysis for securing public health
nutrition [2] and flood hazard mapping for disaster preparedness [3]. These stud-
ies are relevant and applicable to highly urbanized areas. On the path to mod-
ernizing solutions to these pressing concerns, initiatives from several research
institutes in the country (in partnership with COARE) encounter hindrances in
their resources. COARE and similar facilities have capacity limitations because
of policy and budgetary constraints in operational and capital expenditures.
Especially for government research institutes, it may take a while to enact new
policy changes [4,5] and to add more compute and storage servers that must
undergo a notoriously long procurement process [6]. Thus, a shared environment
among researchers where they can collaborate and concurrently calculate solu-
tions to complex computing tasks is essential. Practicing resource management
or job scheduling enables this sharing. Improving job scheduling performance
then becomes crucial to optimizing the usage of resource-constrained HPC sys-
tems.

Such systems practice default job scheduling configuration with the wall-
time request (WTR) set to the maximum. Depending on the demand for longer
simulation, COARE sets a default WTR to 7 or 14 days for all jobs. System
administrators approximated this WTR setting based on the runtimes of the
first few jobs that had been submitted to the facility when its operations began.
The scheduler reads this walltime or kill time as the hard limit to process a
job to give way for other jobs to run. However, not all jobs take as long as the
estimated walltime to finish; most jobs need just under a day to complete. Fur-
thermore, COARE users rarely adjust their WTRs (see Sect. 3.1) and instead
use the default settings. This situation introduces inaccurate scheduling, which
hampers processing more jobs. Moreover, setting the walltime to the maximum
disables the backfilling of small and lower priority jobs [7]. From our analysis
of jobs submitted to COARE (detailed in Sect. 2), most of these encounter long
job queues to give way to higher priority ones that have huge computational
resource requirements to finish. This processing delay has been one of the most
pressing critical complaints of the COARE HPC users.

For years, several researchers continue to analyze and perform thorough
development of walltime-based scheduling to improve scheduling accuracy [8–
10]. In this work, we analyzed how COARE and other resource-constrained HPC
systems (defined in Sect. 3) can take advantage of existing predictive-corrective
WTR-based scheduling algorithms (expounded in Sect. 4). Specifically, we con-
tribute the following:

– walltime corrective algorithms even without prediction can reduce scheduling
slowdown and eventually eliminate unwanted job delays, and

– a simple version of walltime correction, a more practical approach than exist-
ing corrective algorithms that systems like COARE could immediately utilize.

We additionally developed a regression-based walltime prediction that considers
job size diversity and accounts more features not limited to the recommended
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CPU and walltime [11] to ensure finer predictions. After performing schedul-
ing simulations (Sect. 5) on identified real HPC workloads, our results (Sect. 6)
proved a significant increase in scheduling productivity. We conducted this study
to gain useful insights to revise current HPC operations policies not only for
COARE but to guide similar resource-constrained environments as well.

2 Productivity in Resource-Constrained HPC Systems

2.1 Job Delays

Of the total responses on DOST-ASTI COARE’s client satisfaction survey, 30.5%
have reservations on the performance and reliability of the service with the cur-
rent system. Not only is there a high demand for faster and larger computational
power, but there were also helpful comments on long job queues. In particular,
an end-user raised his concern about experiencing a one-week waiting time for
one of his jobs. A week’s time is the default walltime in COARE, which pri-
marily contributed to the long waiting time. About 99.5% of the total jobs from
COARE have waiting times of less than 3 days. These 198,386 jobs, however,
should not discount the 142 jobs that queued for more than 7 days, as depicted in
Table 1. These queued jobs generally had large CPU and memory requirements
that could not necessarily fit available nodes. If these large jobs have short run
times, more than 7 days of waiting could really be frustrating especially if the
user’s experiment is highly relevant in creating social impact.

Table 1. Distribution of jobs in COARE grouped according to their waiting time.

Waiting time (days) No. of jobs

<3 198,386

[3, 7) 526

[7, 14) 115

≥14 27

Upgrading the facility’s computational capacity faces challenges that require
careful planning to meet growing demands and adhere to existing policies.
Because of operational and capital cost restrictions for each fiscal year, the length
of time to acquire such equipment could render longer productivity delays or,
worse, obsolete hardware by the time it operates at the production level. Capac-
ity management, though recommended [6], is still an ongoing process and is yet
to be established in COARE. Given these limitations, it is imperative to find
ways to maximize usage with existing resources such as shortening job queues.
Reducing job delays requires implementing an accurate walltime scheduling.
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2.2 Walltime Accuracy Effect on Productivity

Since walltime is user-specified, walltime accuracy may depend on its closeness
to the actual runtime in terms of underestimates or overestimates. A job with
underestimated runtime gets paused or killed if the WTR is less than its actual
duration. Meanwhile, overestimation hinders the scheduler to correctly orga-
nize jobs because the compute nodes are already reserved for other jobs. This
situation is particularly evident when most or all WTRs are set to the maxi-
mum default timelimit [7], which resembles the case in COARE. Alike resource-
constrained systems suffer from inaccurate scheduling that leads to long queues.
Because of the limited hardware capacity and an increase in the number of
users, more jobs need to be processed in the same period, subsequently resulting
in even longer queues. These job delays imply an irony of performing high-speed
calculations, which defeats productivity. The length of a job correlates to the
user acceptance of the waiting time [12]. Hence, if most jobs have small resource
requirements and shorter runtimes get stuck in a long queue, their waiting time
consequently increases. This scenario then becomes unacceptable.

3 Understanding Real HPC Workloads

3.1 Walltime Charactertics

If we look closely, Fig. 1 shows that COARE is mostly comprised of fixed wall-
time requests at either 7 or 14 days, which demonstrate overestimates with the
maximum timelimit. Sizeable wide gaps between the actual runtime and the
WTR are observable. These differences cause scheduling walltime inaccuracies.
Though real and large computer systems from the Parallel Workloads Archive
[13] may not fully represent resource-constrained facilities, we used several of
these workloads in comparison to COARE’s that depict real-world scenarios
for reproducibility. Alternatively, we could use the simulated results from these
workloads to find out if correction-only WTR scheduling is sufficient and appli-
cable for large HPC systems. We selected workloads from the archive that are
similar to COARE, which comprise jobs with diverse or heterogeneous geome-
tries [14]. This heterogeneity is currently an architectural trend in HPC systems
[15].

A comparable workload is from the University of Luxembourg Gaia Cluster
[16], which also portrays differences between runtime and WTR but at mini-
mal distinction. MetaCentrum2 [17] has larger WTR and runtime gaps similar
to COARE’s but more accurate WTRs at the latter part. The CEA Curie sys-
tem [18] primarily consists of jobs having runtime and WTR difference slightly
distinguishable and within a day’s length. To extend our analysis to other possi-
ble HPC setups beyond the small heterogeneous systems, we consider the large
Curie workload and the homogeneous HPC2N Seth workload [19]. Further, with
the Gaia workload primarily composed of specialized biological and engineer-
ing computing experiments and the homogeneous Seth workload, these systems
may represent resource-constrained environments dedicated to specific scientific
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Fig. 1. Daily average job walltime requests and daily average job runtimes in various
real HPC systems.

applications. Less variation in the job sizes in a homogeneous workload could
mean similar experiments. As observed in Fig. 1, the Seth workload depicts an
ideal case of walltime estimates that are comparable to job duration.

3.2 Job Diversity and Walltime Scheduling

Job geometry or size refers to a combination of compute and walltime resources
[14]. Jobs with small geometry may consist of a few compute requirements and
short walltime while large ones may be composed of hundreds of CPUs and may
span for days. In Fig. 2, we characterized the jobs of each selected HPC workload
to give context on their job geometry distribution and to learn how this variation
in job sizes influences scheduling performance. We applied hexbin plotting of the
workloads, where each bin constitutes the number of counts for each number of
CPU and runtime combination as represented in the color bar for guidance.
These plots require logarithmic scaling of the bins to easily differentiate the
small jobs from the large ones. To elucidate further, small jobs take the bottom
left corner of the plot while longer jobs occupy the right side. This representation
allowed us to understand the implications of workload heterogeneity among HPC
clusters with respect to scheduling policies presented in Table 2.

The COARE workload (Fig. 2a), as well as the MetaCentrum2 (Fig. 2c), con-
sists of predominantly small jobs and notably long jobs with small CPU require-
ments and long runtime. With a relatively wide distribution of large or long jobs,
we can say that the COARE workload is highly heterogeneous or diverse. Also
heterogeneous, the Gaia workload (Fig. 2b) has a good concentration of jobs at
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 2. Job size distribution of HPC workloads from (a) ASTI COARE, (b) UniLu
Gaia, (c) MetaCentrum2 and (d) HPC2N Seth where the color bar represents a scaled
count n of each hexbin, given by log10(n).

Fig. 3. Job size distribution of workload from CEA CURIE.

Table 2. Scheduling scenarios of predictive and corrective policies.

WTR policy Prediction Correction

user-estimate none user-estimates

EASY++ AV E2 simple

power

regression AdaBoost simple

power

simple none simple

power none power

the bottom and the left corner depicting small jobs mainly with a dispersed set
of long jobs. Similar to Gaia, the homogeneous Seth (Fig. 2d) has mostly short
jobs concentrated at the bottom left corner. On one hand, the expansive Curie
workload may have short jobs with less than a day’s duration but these jobs
have huge CPU requirements (Fig. 3). Given these workloads, we also must note
that results may vary from one workload to another [20].

Heterogeneity in a workload may decrease the job waiting time predictabil-
ity: the more diverse the job geometries, the harder it is to determine when jobs
would finish [14]. In an environment with high job diversity such as those in
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resource-constrained systems, there must be a way to refine scheduling require-
ments such as having accurate WTRs. To reduce long queues, accurate walltime
will enable the scheduler to precisely assign jobs to allocated nodes [21]. Thus
for heterogeneous workloads, developing accurate walltime prediction becomes
relevant in the scheduling performance.

4 Walltime-Based Scheduling

4.1 Walltime Prediction and Correction

The goal of WTR-based prediction is to generate walltime values close to the
actual duration for efficient scheduling. Prediction techniques along with correc-
tion and backfilling algorithms form a heuristic triple in walltime-based schedul-
ing [11]. Scheduling performance varies depending on the combination of algo-
rithms in the triple. As an illustration, if the runtime should reach the predicted
walltime and the job is not yet done, correcting the kill time will prevent pre-
mature job termination. Instead of letting the scheduler kill jobs based on user-
estimates, corrective techniques will automatically extend the walltime of jobs
either incrementally or by doubling its value before the kill time.

We derived combinations of predictive and corrective algorithms and com-
pared these to a user-estimate walltime request-based scheduling (see Table 2 for
a summary of scheduling scenarios). We define user-estimates as user-specified
approximates of their jobs’ runtime. The existing practice in HPCs similar to
COARE is to set user-estimate walltime request as the kill time.

The user-estimate scheduling has no predictive algorithm, but it allows the
user to indicate the job walltime. In the case of COARE, user-estimates are
generally the default WTR values. This prevents the continuation of jobs with
duration more than the walltime. If set too high relative to the mean dura-
tion of all jobs, the scheduler will fail to accurately estimate the length of jobs.
This will cause jobs to pile up leading to a long queue. To counter this inef-
ficiency, a walltime-based predictive approach empowers the scheduler to have
better foresight of each job’s probable duration and thus precisely assigns jobs
to appropriate resources. Prediction comes best with correction when avoiding
underestimated walltime.

In the third part of the triple, the scheduler backfills queued jobs to available
nodes. An efficient strategy is to backfill the shortest job first as it is with
the EASY++-SJBF [7]. Along with backfilling, the EASY++-SJBF implements
averaging the runtime of the previous two jobs of the same user to predict the
walltime and automatically increases the time limit to correct underestimates.
Because backfilling is already in effect in the COARE’s scheduler, we focused
on analyzing the triple’s prediction and correction parts (as in Table 2) and set
the backfilling configuration as fixed. We did this to differentiate and isolate the
scheduling improvements brought by walltime prediction and correction.
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4.2 User-Based Prediction

Another prediction method uses soft walltime estimates by taking as a factor
the most accurate walltime with respect to the previous job duration of the same
user [9]. If the posted walltime becomes underpredicted, the soft method then
kills the job once its runtime reaches the user estimate. Setting the predictor to
use the past 2 jobs as a reference would suffice [7] compared to considering all
past jobs’ duration.

While both EASY++ and soft techniques employ prediction, the accuracy of
the prediction becomes limited due to its user-based only characteristics. These
methods are dependent on the historical job duration of the same user. Predicting
the walltime on the assumption that users consecutively run the same experiment
fails to recognize that these jobs may have different lengths. Illustratively, if
the user sequentially runs a 2-h job and another at 16 h, how are we certain
that the next job is within their 9-h average? Correction (detailed in Sect. 4.4)
becomes helpful at this point as it extends the walltime should there be an
underestimation. This leads us to another question, how often does this case of
the same user with different jobs occur?

Upon inspecting the distribution of runtime per user in COARE, numerous
users have jobs of different lengths. Dissecting this distribution aids in analyzing
how runtime varies for every user.

Fig. 4. Runtime distribution of user37 and user67 in COARE.

Looking closely at the job runtimes of user67 in Fig. 4, around 80% of its jobs
were largely varying from 15 to 165 h. On the contrary, 65% of jobs submitted
by user37 had runtimes ranging at a narrow 15 to 25 h. From these observations,
we deduced that the prediction in EASY++ will be ineffective in user67 but will
yield more accurate WTR in user37. We cannot say the EASY++ prediction
would work properly if the user67 and the like scenario happens frequently.
For this study, we are curious on how effective predictive algorithms are in the
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scheduling process because if correction would always take place then this would
be enough and we no longer need to implement prediction.

4.3 User and Job-Based Prediction

The same user’s jobs that have similar characteristics may also have comparable
runtime though not necessarily submitted consecutively. To incorporate both
user and job-based prediction, an existing scheduling algorithm alerts users of
potential underestimates wherein the jobs are patterned on the runtime behavior
of other jobs from the same scientific application [10]. The premise of this algo-
rithm approximates the duration of jobs meant for solving a particular type of
differential equation problem the same runtime as future jobs of similar nature.
But this algorithm focuses on walltime underestimates only and would require
a large database of experiments and their runtime behavior that may result in
inefficient scheduling. Further, scientific applications vary from one computer
system to another. Other resource-constrained environments collaborating with
COARE either have specific patterns of experimental calculations or cater to
experiments that are as diverse as research from different scientific fields [2].
A numerical modeling type of problem has a myriad of resource requirements
and the extent of this variation must be carefully considered when adopting this
job-based prediction to actual HPC systems.

Narrowing the job-based prediction to available standard workload logs [13]
instead of depending on the jobs’ scientific application, a regression model can
consider CPU resource and walltime requests of each job. This method is dis-
tinctly relevant for those with large geometries as predicting this type of job
properly will lead to better scheduling performance [11]. Because most sched-
ulers rely on the CPU requirement, gauging other job features, such as burst
buffers when it comes to I/O intensive processing, can lead to improved per-
formance [22]. With the available parameters from the workload logs in mind,
we disregarded burst buffer then we accounted for other features such as mem-
ory size. As recommended [11], we developed a regression-based prediction of
runtime estimates suited for COARE with more features considered other than
CPU and WTR to ensure finer prediction accuracy.

We implemented our version of this prediction using the established
AdaBoost algorithm [23] in conjunction with decision trees to extract poten-
tial runtime in a regression manner (see Algorithm 1). Instead of utilizing both
squared and linear error functions as suggested [11], we applied the closely com-
parable AdaBoost, a commonly implemented and relatively accurate regression
model for prediction [24]. For every learning iteration m, the model equally
weighs WTR predictions made by fitting the decision tree regressor, ym(x),
regardless of accuracy to minimize the linear error function

Jm =
N∑

i=1

w
(m)
i I[yi(xn) �= hi(xm)], (1)

where h is an output hypothesis. AdaBoost works by tweaking these weights
resulting from the first learner depending on the error of prediction. The larger
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Algorithm 1. regression-based WTR policy using AdaBoost
Input: dataset of size n with feature space Xn and runtime Yn, weak learner decision

tree
Output: regression model F (x)
1: Initialize the data weights wn.
2: for m = 1 to M do
3: fit decision tree regressor ym(x) by minimizing weighted error function Jm

4: compute for the weighted training error εm

5: evaluate coefficient αm = log( 1−εm
εm

)

6: update data weights w
(m+1)
n

7: end for
8: predict using the final model F (x) = sign(

∑M
m=1 αmym(x))

the prediction error εm, the smaller and more negative the weight wn becomes.
The predicted WTR is the weighted median prediction by the learners. In this
writing, we considered working on historical data from Xn features comprising
user, job runtime, and requested CPU and memory resources. In the instance
that a job continues to run within 60 s of the estimated WTR, the scheduling
invokes a corrective algorithm. A potential downfall of this regression technique
lies in the large historical data that the prediction has to always check which
could lead to an even greater slowdown.

If the same user adjusted the compute requirements of the same experiment
say requested for 60 CPUs instead, then the length of the new job’s duration will
most probably be different. The regression approach assumes that the same user
can run different experiments at various points in time, contrary to EASY++.
If the same user has another experiment with the same compute requirements,
specifically numerical modeling this time compared to last time’s statistical anal-
ysis, and the duration becomes 10 h, then prediction in the regression should still
be effective because duration is one of the assumed features and will correctly
classify the change as an entirely different experiment.

4.4 Correction

As indicated in Table 2, the predictive-corrective EASY++ [7] engages a tech-
nique to predict the runtime and then increments the walltime before the prema-
ture termination of jobs with underestimated walltime. Correction can be in the
form of user-estimates or doubling WTRs [11]. Another form is the power func-
tion 15× 2i−2, where i = 2, . . . , n minutes, as exercised in EASY++ and proven
to deliver more accurate WTRs than the other correction methods. Aside from
the power correction, we considered a simpler approach to correct the underes-
timated walltime. We invoked our version of an incremental walltime correction
called simple as soon as the current runtime of a job reaches 60 s before the set
walltime (see Algorithm 2).

The simple corrective method basically checks if a job is still running within
a minute of its set time limit. If it is, the scheduler will automatically extend the
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Algorithm 2. simple walltime correction
Input: job object instance job, user-estimate walltime wtr, job start time s, current

running time t
Output: updated walltime wtr
1: Query current running job by user job.user id.
2: while job.user id is running do
3: if wtr − t < 60 then
4: if 0 ≤ t − s ≤ 604800 then
5: wtr = wtr + 3600
6: end if
7: end if
8: end while

walltime limit to 1 h. It continues to check and update the time limit until the
job completes or the hard time limit of 7 days is reached, whichever comes first.

Figure 5 details a comparison of the two corrective techniques and how fast
their correction would reach a job’s actual duration. Correction stops as soon as
the corrected walltime is greater than or equal to the runtime. At iteration 0,
WTRs of jobs are arbitrarily initialized to 2 h and 6 h. This headstart represents
the set walltime prediction before correction takes place. For an 8-h job, a 6-h
headstart is a closer prediction than 2 h. If prediction is more accurate, then
the simple method will approach the runtime sooner and will produce accurate
walltime scheduling. Conversely, if prediction is bad, the power method converges
faster with the actual duration.

Fig. 5. Walltime iteration comparison of the two correction methods with respect to
actual runtimes arbitrarily given 2-h (in black) and 6-h (in white) headstart.

To determine how correction-only algorithms perform compared to
predictive-corrective ones, we implemented the proposed simple and the power
correction WTR policies and assumed a default prediction of 10 min. Setting
prediction to this value invokes underestimation that should trigger correction.
Based on the runtime distribution of our identified workloads (see Fig. 6 and
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Sect. 3.1 for more information), most jobs are approximately less than 1 h. Thus,
to ensure underprediction takes place, we kept the default to 10 min instead of
1 h or 10 h or more.

Fig. 6. Cumulative distribution of jobs with respect to runtime of various real HPC
workloads.

Walltime underestimation from coarse-grained user-estimates is seen as the
primary source of scheduling inaccuracies [9–11,25]. Predicting walltime is like-
wise prone to error that correction could address. This strategy avoids lost
scheduling opportunities in overestimation and reduces the gap between the
user-estimates and the actual runtime. If the correction part is always taking
place, then we can disregard prediction and implement correction-only in the
scheduling. Moreover, if correction even without prediction improves scheduling
performance in resource-constrained facilities, then we can therefore solidify our
recommendation to adopt this policy to other similar HPC environments.

5 Experimental Setup

5.1 Workload Preparation

To demonstrate our idea, we performed simulations on the WTR policies
(Table 2) using several real HPC workloads. If we repeat the same test sce-
nario, simulation results will not converge [20]. Hence, to conduct reliable exper-
imentation, we tested the reproducibility of our assumptions by comparing job
traces from DOST-ASTI COARE to other computer systems from the Parallel
Workloads Archive [13]. Specifically, we implemented our theories by simulating
workloads from the UniLu Gaia (2014-2 logs [16]) and MetaCentrum2 (2013-3
logs [17]). We sampled the MetaCentrum2 workload to one month period of the
most recent jobs to simplify our simulations. These workloads are from heteroge-
neous systems similar to COARE’s. We additionally examined the workload from
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the CEA Curie (2011-2.1 cleaned logs [18]), likewise heterogeneous, which com-
prises of more than 93,000 CPUs that may not accurately represent a resource-
constrained environment. We regard the Curie system in our experiments since
it utilizes the same scheduler as COARE’s called Slurm (to be discussed in
Sect. 4.2). Including this workload in our experiments will help us understand
how large HPC systems influence predictive-corrective walltime scheduling per-
formance. Further, we considered the HPC2N Seth (using the 2002-2.2 clean ver-
sion [19]) to include homogeneous systems, expanding our simulations to other
probable HPC setup in terms of job size distribution. Table 3 illustrates selected
features of each computer system.

Table 3. Generic composition of real HPC workloads used in the experiments.

DOST-ASTI COARE UniLu Gaia MetaCentrum2 CEA Curie HPC2N Seth

No. of jobs (cleaned) 199, 054 51, 834 197, 368 11, 268 45, 333

No. of nodes 48 151 495 5, 544 240

No. of CPUs 2, 304 2, 004 8, 412 93, 312 240

Period (month) 12 3 1 1 12

There were specific workload anomalies that must be filtered [8] depending
on the system. For instance, the Curie workload log portion considered contains
jobs submitted only after February 2012. This takes into account the changes
made in the infrastructure design since 2011. In HPC2N Seth, we removed flurry
of very high activity by a single user, which constitutes more than 55% of the
whole log. Finally, we disregarded all jobs that ran for more than 7 days across
all HPC systems. These filters were generally applied to remove occurrences of
flurries that could introduce unwanted biases.

In aggregating our simulation results, we removed the first 1% of the simu-
lated jobs as prescribed [7]. This would help reduce the warm-up effects brought
about by the learning period at the start of the prediction algorithms.

As of this writing, the COARE workload log in SWF format as prescribed
[20] as well as other relevant scripts used in this work are available online [26].

5.2 Scheduling Simulator

The Slurm Workload Manager (Slurm) [27] is a widely adopted open-source
workload manager for various HPC environments. This tool facilitates the con-
current running of multiple experiments or jobs through a scheduling algorithm
to assign jobs to server nodes. Because COARE uses Slurm as its scheduler, we
performed our experiments using a Slurm simulator [28].

We adjusted the Slurm simulator source code to carry out either simple or
power correction algorithms, as required (see Table 2). Likewise, we modified the
Slurm configuration scripts to suit system setup such as nodes, processors and
memory specifications for each workload [1,16–19]. We selected appropriate data
fields from the SWF that are in congruence with the Slurm simulator and then
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converted it into CSV format. A pre-processing tool from the Slurm simulator
package would read the CSV file and then translate it into a binary equivalent
that the simulator will process.

The SWF, in an attempt to create a generalized workload format, considers
only bare minimum parameters. This discrepancy means that the Slurm sim-
ulator would require parameters, particularly the number of nodes (n-nodes)
and the number of tasks (n-tasks), that are not explicitly specified in workloads
in SWF. Closely related to these data fields, the SWF consists of number of
CPUs per job only and each workload generalizes the total system node count
information instead of node count per job. To supply the simulator with these
missing SWF parameters, we modeled a decision tree regressor (apart from the
one discussed in Sect. 4.3) according to COARE users’ behavior and fitted it to
relevant parameters in other workloads.

The decision tree regressor, which is a machine learning model, predicts val-
ues based on a logic-based tree structure [29], and is inherently non-parametric.
This means prediction would still be reliable even if the distribution is not nor-
mal. Compared to a single source of learning input with the traditional linear
regression, we utilized the decision tree logic to consider several features of the
workload format compatible with the simulator. Because the raw COARE work-
load log follows through Slurm accounting, it provides data fields congruent to
what the Slurm simulator requires. In this case, our input training data were
from the COARE workload, where we used the number of CPUs, required mem-
ory, WTR, and runtime as predictor variables. The regressor would learn from
the trend of the input training workload parameters based on the decision tree
logic to produce predictions of n-nodes and n-tasks.

Because COARE has a maximum of 48 CPUs per node, systems of less capac-
ity could still encounter inaccurate regressor predictions should the requested
number of nodes exceed the system’s limit. Based on the 48 CPU per node in
COARE, the regressor model would return 2 nodes only for a 96 CPU request
which a 36 CPU per node system would insufficiently service 72 CPUs at most.
To address this error, we divided the 96 CPUs by the system’s CPU per node
limit and used its ceiling result of 3 nodes instead.

Before running a simulation, we recompiled the simulator to read changes in
the source code, and then repopulated the database with the new configuration.
Upon generating a job trace file, we can then run an experiment to simulate the
scheduling process. Also, simulation time lags with respect to increasing node
count [28]. Therefore, we limited our analysis to shorter time ranges for some
workloads (as in Sect. 5.1).

5.3 Performance Metric

We utilized the average wait time metric to evaluate the effectiveness of each
scheduling policy, as is recommended to have better convergence [20]. The wait
time ω is equivalent to the absolute difference between the submit time (Tsubmit)
of a job to the time it starts running (Tstart) or |Tsubmit − Tstart|. Note that this
wait time is exclusive of the runtime and returns results in seconds. To better
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realize the delay effect on productivity, instead of seconds, we converted the
results into minutes in our analysis. Greater ω value means more job processing
delays, which consequently entails lowered user and system productivity.

To validate our results further, we used the average bounded slowdown
(avgBSLD) of the scheduler as practiced [7,11,20]. We defined this performance
metric as

avgBSLD =
1
n

∑
max

(
ω + R

max(R, τ)
, 1

)
, (2)

where R is the actual runtime, and τ is a threshold value, set to 10 s as generally
practiced. The max function guarantees that each job’s BSLD should be greater
than or equal to 1 to ensure boundedness in the results. The avgBSLD would
then result to a factor such that the greater its value, scheduling slows down
even more and likewise impedes overall HPC productivity.

6 Simulation Results Analysis

In this section, we consolidated the results of our simulations and analyzed
the WTR policies’ impact on resource-constrained HPC systems. Again, in
this paper, our goal is to evaluate the effectiveness of implementing predictive-
corrective scheduling to resource-constrained systems like COARE. We used this
evaluation to support our proposal that correction can independently reduce job
processing delays in terms of wait time and slowdown metrics. Because of the
accurate WTRs in Gaia, Seth, MetaCentrum2 and Curie, using the user-estimate
as the baseline for the other policies would lead to incomparable improvement
results. Instead, we compared these WTR policies from one another in all work-
loads.

6.1 Wait Time Performance

Upon comparing workloads from one another (Table 4), we can immediately
observe that the wait time performances among scheduling policies are not dis-
cernible enough to differentiate any improvement in COARE. We associate this
discrepancy from getting the mean of jobs which are mostly with less than 3
days wait time (in Table 1). To resolve this inconsistency, we considered looking
into the avgBSLD metric (to be discussed in Sect. 6.2).

Again, the sampled MetaCentrum2 workload used in the simulation
(Sect. 5.1) has more accurate user-estimates than COARE. Thus the improve-
ment in the other policies are at a minimum. All predictive-corrective policies
have less than 30 min of ω. A 30-min wait time is generally not deterrent to user
productivity compared to COARE’s waiting time range as depicted in Table 1.
The EASY++-simple ω of around 21 min considerably reduced waiting time at
most 7 min in comparison to the other WTR policies.

Also, keep in mind that Gaia and Seth workloads have similar job diver-
sity (Fig. 2) as well as closer WTRs to the actual duration compared to COARE
(Fig. 1). The predictive-corrective ω performance of the Gaia workload exhibited
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Table 4. Average wait time (in minutes) among workloads for each WTR policy.

DOST-ASTI
COARE

UniLu Gaia MetaCentrum2 CEA Curie HPC2N Seth

user-estimate 4.89 260.96 28.21 313.94 93.38

EASY++ (power) 5.01 289.54 28.09 234.94 111.13

EASY++ (simple) 4.88 185.93 21.50 237.62 108.66

regression (power) 4.95 247.22 25.68 183.37 53.09

regression (simple) 5.16 243.91 25.75 171.31 52.61

power 4.85 1,148.76 28.05 148.20 70.00

simple 4.90 1,137.67 26.93 151.41 59.63

interesting results where the EASY++ prediction produced a closer headstart
and elicited speedier approach to the actual duration with simple and lagged
with power. Regression is at a point where its prediction is not as accurate
as EASY++ but close enough to the actual runtime compared to those of the
plain corrective methods. The extremely negative simple and power correction
results in this workload showed the necessity for a more accurate walltime pre-
diction. We can observe the same pattern in the Seth’s wait time results but
the EASY++ yielded inaccurate predictions compared to regression and even in
correction. The EASY++ predictions cannot go below where a correction-only
algorithm started and thus resulted in walltime overestimation. Even if the jobs
are mostly short in these workloads, regression works best when the same user
runs consecutive jobs of different sizes. For resource-constrained systems with
job geometry distribution as Gaia and Seth, the simple correction along with an
appropriate prediction method can promise favorable results.

Meanwhile, the large Curie workload generated a sizeable wait time reduc-
tion for all policies. Again, regression produced more accurate predictions than
EASY++ because of the high variation among job sizes in the workload. Simple
and power correction methods in Curie were almost the same. Across all HPC
clusters in our experiments, the correction-only method in a large system pri-
marily composed of short jobs though big ones garnered the most distinguishable
improvement with a notable 160 min or 2.7 h reduced waiting time compared to
the user-estimate in the Curie workload.

6.2 Scheduling Slowdown

The wait time experiments generated varying outcomes across HPC systems. At
this point, the wait time metric is still insufficient to discern the differences from
one policy to another, particularly for COARE-like systems. Hence, we derived
the avgBSLD. Table 5 showcases the performance of predictive-corrective algo-
rithms across workloads and at a glance, simple and power corrective algorithms
produced the same outputs.

All workloads suffer heavy slowdown with walltime set to user-estimate com-
pared to predictive-corrective algorithms. Scheduling slowdown in COARE is
gravely around 29,447 avgBSLD. The implemented predictive-corrective policies
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consistently eliminated this severe scheduling slowdown in COARE by 98.95%,
and by 99.90% with a correction-only approach.

The heterogeneous workloads from COARE, Gaia and Curie measurably
improved with predictive-corrective scheduling. These workloads performed
noteworthy slowdown reduction with EASY++ and regression compared to
user-estimates. Between prediction algorithms, these HPC systems obtained an
increase in slowdown with regression compared to EASY++. Because of the
large number of jobs and the job size diversity in these workloads, prediction
may take much time and thereby contribute to a slowdown of less than 567
in regression. Correction-only policy remarkably removed scheduling slowdown
on these workloads. In large HPC systems like Curie, we recommend using a
corrective-only scheduling as this yielded more beneficial results than those with
prediction.

Wait time and slowdown results from the regression and corrective walltime
policies both agreed in Gaia. We can observe the same pattern in Seth. Though
EASY++ contributed the largest avgBSLD, we note that the user-estimate
policy in the Seth workload also has accurate WTRs. A 650 slowdown factor
is better than COARE’s extreme 29,447. For systems like Gaia and Seth that
are focused on specific scientific applications and composed of mostly short jobs,
applying correction techniques along with an appropriate prediction strategy
could greatly reduce scheduling slowdown and job processing delays.

The sampled portion of the heterogeneous MetaCentrum2 (described in
Sect. 5.1) had accurate user-estimates that are as comparable to those of Seth
and Gaia (refer to Fig. 1). Slowdown results in the user-estimate and predictive-
corrective approaches for MetaCentrum2 were almost the same. Correction out-
performed the other slowdown results from more than 739 to an improved 6
avgBSLD. Particularly for resource-constrained systems with large job diver-
sity, a correction-only walltime scheduling consistently guarantees reduced per-
formance slowdown.

Table 5. Average bounded slowdown among workloads for each WTR policy.

DOST-ASTI
COARE

UniLu Gaia MetaCentrum2 CEA Curie HPC2N Seth

user-estimate 29, 447 1, 182 806 958 637

EASY++ (power) 160 53 813 53 655

EASY++ (simple) 160 53 822 53 655

regression (power) 259 412 739 567 2

regression (simple) 259 412 739 567 2

power 30 5 6 19 16

simple 30 5 6 19 16

6.3 Results Synthesis

Understanding the characteristics of a resource-constrained system should lead
to effective implementation of walltime-based scheduling. While job dependen-
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cies [9] and interarrival times [30] may have an effect on WTR accuracy, we
leave this for future work. Instead in this study, we focus on analyzing the work-
loads along with the wait time and slowdown metrics to shed light on which
WTR policy works best. Performing any predictive-corrective technique could
immensely reduce delays from using user-estimates only. Resource-constrained
environments similar to COARE, especially those with highly varying job size
distribution, should start practicing walltime correction in their scheduling. The
same goes for workloads consisting of mostly short jobs that could be catering
to specific research applications. Adding prediction in these types of systems
would slightly reduce scheduling slowdown up to 822 across all workloads. Thus,
we suggest that walltime correction without prediction, particularly our simple
version, is enough and more practical to implement in the production level.

7 Conclusion

Challenges in resource-constrained HPC systems such as COARE could be ini-
tially addressed with proper implementation of appropriate walltime prediction-
correction scheduling. In this study, scrutinizing workload characteristics is
essential to discern system-appropriate walltime policies. Systems with large job
size diversity such as COARE produced desirable scheduling slowdown reduc-
tion with predictive-corrective algorithms and remarkably in our proposed simple
corrective-only approach. We can now apply a walltime corrective-only schedul-
ing policy in the upcoming production release of COARE’s new HPC cluster.
Resource-constrained environments similar to COARE can correspondingly fol-
low through the evaluation process in this paper to fit their workload conditions
and more importantly practice walltime correction even without prediction.
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